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Chazal teach us that "Greater is one who does something that 

he is commanded to do, than one who does what he is not 

commanded to do." The very fact that it is commanded by 

Hashem makes it all the more valued. 

The Gemora in Shabbos 10b explains that this concept 

teaches us that one who gives a gift to another must tell him 

about it. They learn this out from the fact that Hashem told us 

how great were the commandments that He was giving us. 

Rashi explains the reason for this, saying that when one is 

informed about a gift, then he both realizes its importance and 

is not ashamed to accept it. 

This year has been a great gift. It has been an amazing opportunity for a high school of boys 

to grow in their Torah and middos; to experience loads of exciting events and to achieve 

phenomenally at school. Let me tell you about the gift that we called 2017. 

We started off the year of learning by learning. Before school began, all teachers attended a 

training day to enhance our skills and professionalism and then a few weeks later, Rabbi 

Froom and I jetted of to America to visit other schools and to attend the Torah Umesorah 

Principals Convention. It was a powerful experience where we were introduced to new ideas, 

met with other like-minded people in education and saw how far advanced Hirsch Lyons is 

when compared to international school. 

Creative Schooling and Growth Mindset were the two themes for the year and they were 

introduced early in the first term. The school was festooned with posters promoting the two 

concepts and the lessons were redesigned to become more learner-centric and creative. 

The famed Gavin Keller came up from Cape Town and spoke to the boys at a special 

breakfast about Growth Mindset and how their brains work. 

The level of Torah learning has dramatically increased with a revamped curriculum. The 

boys have progressed very well in their skills and enthusiasm for learning. We have been 

honoured with numerous guest Rabbonim – both local Rabbis and international Rabbis. 

Examples include Rabbi Schechter from Jerusalem, Rabbi Chaitofsky from Torah Ohr and 

Rav Bleichman from KBY. I have been particularly gratified by the extra learning that the 

boys have done outside of school hours. There have been private chavrusos, two separate 

Mishna-a-day programmes and a Skype shiur with Rabbi Isaacson in Israel. As a group we 

have completed many dafei Gemora, many parshiyos and sifrei Novi – all learned at an 

excellent level. This is above the halocha, mussar and machshova that has been learned 

consistently. 

Before Pesach and before Shavuos we had Yemei Iyun – an intensive learning programme 

with a bouquet of shiurim and videos. They were very successful and put everyone into the 

correct frame of mind for Yom Tov. On Tisha B’Av we all gathered to learn together with 

guest speakers and interesting video to mark the day with the right solemnness. Pesach was 

also the time of the HLBHS Bedikas Chometz Photo Scavenger Hunt where the boys 



searched Johannesburg, in teams, for the ten plagues. It was lots of fun and the creativity 

displayed was phenomenal! 

An exciting new venture has been the introduction of Seforim Tasting. This is a weekly 

programme where one Rebbe and one talmid introduce a sefer from their bookshelf to the 

rest of the junior grades. The format is similar to that of a whiskey or wine tasting – the boys 

get a card on which they fill in details about the sefer’s author and content after which they 

learn a piece from the sefer and express their opinions. It has been wonderful to see the 

wide variety of seforim that the boys have been exposed to over the past few months. 

Special times of the year are celebrated in style at HLBHS. The Grade 9’s decorated the 

entire school for Rosh Chodesh Adar. Each classroom had its own theme and I was so 

impressed with their hard work. We celebrated Yom Yerushalayim, planted trees on Tu 

B’Shvat and worked on exam stress with a day of Beach Volleyball. 

We have been lucky to have hosted the Grade 6’s numerous times over the year. Nachshon 

Bome, Gilly Slasky and Benjy Sher brought their grade to the Boys High to put on Tefillin 

and celebrate at breakfast. The whole class joined us for a hike, at two Shabbatonim and on 

Yom Yerushalayim too. There have been numerous meetings with Grade 6 parents – a 

public meeting in April and private meetings in the second half of the year. 

2017 has been a very successful sporting year. We have played soccer in friendly matches 

against a few schools and have been top of our game in table tennis all year. Our volleyball 

has grown in leaps and bounds and our athletics club has been a run-away success. We 

have run a few times at the Zoo Trot and the 5km home-run has been a fantastic weekly 

challenge. 

This has been a year of Shabbatonim! We started with the Pretoria Shabbaton in April. This 

included white water rafting and abseiling on the Friday, an incredible Shabbos and a 

pleasant hike on Sunday. It was so good that a group of the boys took me back a few weeks 

later to do a 29km white water course. In August we went on a three day hike in 

Magoebeskloof. We stayed in huts along the route of this gruelling hike through the 

mountainess forests. It was a healthy and refreshing time – away from cell phone reception, 

learning Torah and pushing beyond our limits. The next month we were off to the Sandton 

Shabbaton. This ever-favourite was a Shabbos full of singing, games and laughter. It was 

really nice having the Grade 6’s there too. Then, in October was our Grand Shabbaton at 

Sarabi Lodge. The entire Shabbaton was full of powerful inspiration – from the water-filled 

Friday to the incredible meals, learning, ask the Rabbi, davening, build-your-own-braai 

melaveh Malka to the Amazing Race at O.R. Thambo, we all had an incredible time. I was 

especially proud of the report from CSO who complemented our boys on their middos and 

Derech Eretz! 

I’d like to end by thanking the phenomenal group of teachers who inspire Hirsch Lyons Boys 

High, the amazing talmidim who are Hirsch Lyons Boys High and Mrs Goldfein and the 

Hirsch Lyons management who encourage and support the awesome-ness of Hirsch Lyons 

Boys High. Above all, I thank Hashem for showing so much Siyata Dishmaya in the daily 

running of our school. 

As we say in the Haggoda: Kol dichfin yeisi veyeichol – all who are hungry (for our brand of 

positive, family oriented and professional boy’s high education), come and eat! 



 
Rabbi Zaiden  
Principal – Boys’ High School 


